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Abstract: We present a new evaluation of the far-forward neutrino plus antineutrino flux and number
of events from charm hadron decays in a 400 GeV proton beam dump experiment like the Search for
Hidden Particles (SHiP). Using next-to-leading order perturbative QCD and a model for intrinsic
charm, we include intrinsic transverse momentum effects and other kinematic angular corrections. We
compare this flux to a far-forward flux evaluated with next-to-leading order perturbative QCD, without
intrinsic transverse momentum, that used the angular distribution of charm quarks rather than the
neutrinos from their decays. The tau neutrino plus antineutrino number of events in the perturbative
QCD evaluation is reduced by a factor of about three when intrinsic transverse momentum and the full
decay kinematics are included. We show that intrinsic charm contributions can significantly enhance
the number of events from neutrinos from charm hadron decays. Measurements of the number of events
from tau neutrino plus antineutrino interactions and of the muon charge asymmetry as a function of
energy can be used to constrain intrinsic charm models.
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1 Introduction
The potential for the discovery of dark matter and hidden particles in theories beyond the standard
model are the motivation for new beam dump experiments under review or design. The SHiP (Search
for Hidden Particles) experiment is one such project, now in the comprehensive design phase [1, 2].
The experiment plans to run with 2 × 1020 protons on target over a 5-year run using the SPS 400
GeV proton beam at CERN. While a major goal is to detect or constrain physics beyond the standard
model, the protons incident on the beam dump target will produce a significant number of neutrinos.
Designed to minimize the production of pions and kaons to optimize the beam dump as a source of
hidden particles, guaranteed outputs are neutrinos from charm hadrons that decay promptly, as well
as some neutrinos from pion and kaon decays. The short lifetimes of charm hadrons mean that they
decay before losing energy by hadronic scattering in the target.
Of particular interest are tau neutrinos, as the direct detection of tau neutrinos is thus far limited
to 9 ντ events at DONUT [3, 4] and 10 tau neutrino candidate events at Opera [5, 6]. In ref. [2], an
evaluation of the tau neutrino flux with some simplifying approximations was made, predicting on the
order of 1,000 tau neutrino and antineutrino interactions in the SHiP detector. Muon neutrinos and
antineutrinos are also produced from charm hadron decays. The charged and neutral D mesons decay
semileptonically to muon neutrinos and electron neutrinos. Cabibbo and kinematic suppression factors
mean that the D± mesons decay to ντ in two-body decays with a branching fraction < 1.2 × 10−3
[7], and the D0, D¯0, not at all. The D±s is heavy enough, and not suppressed by the Cabibbo angle
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in its decay, so that D−s → τ ν¯τ and its charge conjugate have a branching fraction of (5.48± 0.23)%
[7]. Subsequent tau decays, also prompt, produce a second tau neutrino for each tau antineutrino
that comes directly from the D−s . Overall, perturbative production of charm results in a flux of muon
neutrinos and antineutrinos at a level that is a factor of ∼ 10 larger than the flux of tau neutrinos and
antineutrinos.
The SHiP experimental configuration, with a molybdenum target beam dump and 51.5m distance
between the front of the target and the detector, collects particles in the very forward direction, for
a narrow range of angles θ relative to the beam direction. For the nominal SHiP detector, angles
θ < 7.3× 10−3 − 1.9× 10−2 rad reflect the width and height of the detector 2m× 0.75m, respectively.
In terms of pseudorapidity, this means η > 4.6 − 5.6. In ref. [2], the neutrino flux was evaluated in
a collinear approximation using next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbative QCD for the pA → cc¯X
cross section. In the collinear approximation used there, the charm quark momentum direction was
used to determine ηc, which was used to approximate whether or not the neutrinos and antineutrinos
from charm decays were directed into the detector. After applying a charm momentum angular (or
pseudorapidity) cut, the energies of the mesons, taus and eventually neutrinos were traced using
analytic energy distributions where relative angles are already integrated.
In this paper, our primary focus is a refined evaluation of the flux of neutrinos and antineutrinos
at SHiP that includes the angular dependence of charm hadron decays to neutrinos and intrinsic trans-
verse momentum effects in charm hadron production. We evaluate the forward flux of tau neutrinos
plus antineutrinos for SHiP using NLO perturbative QCD production of charm to compare to the
evaluation in ref. [2]. In this paper, we also evaluate the flux of neutrinos using a model of intrinsic
charm. Models of enhanced charm production (see, e.g., refs. [8–10]) including intrinsic charm [11–19]
have been explored in the context of the high energy atmospheric neutrino flux [20–24]. Using the
model of intrinsic charm described in refs. [11–14] and normalized according to ref. [22] for their
evaluation of the atmospheric neutrino flux, we find a significant increase in the number of events
from tau neutrinos and antineutrinos at SHiP.
Intrinsic charm introduces particle-antiparticle asymmetries at SHiP that we evaluate here for
muon neutrino and antineutrino events. Gluon fusion, gg → cc¯X, is the dominant parton model
process in perturbative production of charm [25–29], so particle-antiparticle asymmetries are not sig-
nificant. On the other hand, for five or seven particle states (e.g., |uudcc¯〉, |uudcc¯uu¯〉) where valence
quark momenta are brought to, for example, D
0
= uc¯, but not a D0 = u¯c, particle-antiparticle asym-
metries can be large. They are significant for D+/D− and D0/D¯0, but considerably less significant for
D+s /D
−
s . Thus, asymmetries in the muon neutrino and antineutrino fluxes, but not the tau neutrino
and antineutrino fluxes, are predicted with intrinsic charm. We make an approximate evaluation of
the muon neutrino-antineutrino asymmetries relying on our perturbative charm evaluation, intrinsic
charm and an approximate flux of muon neutrinos and antineutrinos at SHiP from pion and kaon
decays based on fluxes evaluated in ref. [1].
We begin in sec. 2 with the production of charm quarks and hadrons in the parton model and with
a model for intrinsic charm based on refs. [11–13] discussed in detail in ref. [14]. Our assumptions
about hadronization and the incorporation of intrinsic transverse momentum are included in sec. 2,
where we compare our NLO perturbative QCD transverse momentum distribution of D+ + D− +
D0 + D¯0 in pp collisions with Ep = 400 GeV to LEBC-EHS measurements [30]. We show energy
and rapidity distributions of charm hadrons to illustrate some of the features of charm production
that translate through charm hadron decays to the neutrino energy and pseudorapidity distributions,
at least approximately. Efforts to measure production of charm hadrons with the 400 GeV beam at
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CERN, e.g., the DsTau project [31], would help refine the perturbative calculation of the neutrino flux
and constrain forward production of charm hadrons from intrinsic charm directly.
In sec. 3, we show our results for neutrino energy distributions from prompt decays of charm
hadrons produced by a beam of 400 GeV protons directed to the SHiP detector. Given Np = 2× 1020
protons and a SHiP detector represented by a column depth of 66.7 g/cm2 of lead, we evaluate the
number of events. As a proxy for detector angular cuts, we restrict pseudorapidity values to η > 5.3.
When the cut is applied to the charm pseudorapidity (ηc > 5.3), with the same parameter inputs as in
ref. [2], we find the number of tau neutrino plus antineutrino events is 10% lower than the number of
events determined using the more detailed detector geometry of ref. [2]. Given this good agreement,
all of the neutrino and antineutrino results presented here approximate the detector geometry by
requiring ην > 5.3. The primary impact of the calculational improvements discussed here is to reduce
the number of neutrinos incident on the SHiP detector. We discuss the impact of each correction and
their associated uncertainties in sec. 3.
We also discuss how an enhanced number of tau neutrino and antineutrino events and their
energy dependence could show evidence of intrinsic charm. As noted above, intrinsic charm models
predict particle-antiparticle asymmetries that translate to different muon neutrino and antineutrino
fluxes. Sec. 3 also includes an evaluation of the asymmetry in the number of muon neutrino and
antineutrino events that shows how intrinsic charm changes the perturbative prediction for charm.
With an approximate number of muon neutrinos and antineutrinos from pion and kaon decays, we show
the muon charge asymmetry at SHiP as a function of energy. The discussion in sec. 4 summarizes our
results for the number of events for tau neutrinos and antineutrinos, and the muon charge asymmetry,
at SHiP. We point to uncertainties in our evaluations and to where refinements to the calculation can
be made.
Relevant formulas for intrinsic charm are collected in appendix A. Appendix B gives some details
of the tau neutrino energy distributions that come from the decays of the Ds directly to ντ and the
chain decay Ds → τ → ντ . Our treatment of the muon neutrino and antineutrino fluxes from pion
and kaon decays needed for the muon charge asymmetry, based on the results of ref. [1], appears in
appendix C.
2 Production of charm quarks and hadrons
Charm quark production in perturbation theory is evaluated using the collinear parton model. The
factorization scale µF characterizes this collinear approximation, with the interpretation that, roughly,
partons with transverse momenta below µF are approximately collinear. At SHiP, because of the
small angular size of the detector downstream of the target, even small transverse momentum effects
are potentially important. We discuss below first, the standard next-to-leading order evaluation of
perturbative charm production. Then, we show our implementation of intrinsic transverse momentum
to model the low transverse momentum of the partons and parameters of quark fragmentation to
hadrons. Finally, we show how intrinsic charm could contribute to charm hadron production at SHiP.
2.1 Perturbative charm
The parton model evaluation of charm production involves the production of a charm quark pair,
followed by the hadronization of the quark and antiquark into a charm meson or baryon. Charm
production can be written in terms of the parton level hard scattering cross section σˆij that depends
on the strong coupling constant αs(Q
2) evaluated at a renormalization scale Q2 = µ2R. The differential
cross section at the parton level is convoluted with the parton distributions for partons i and j via the
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parton distribution functions fH1i (x1, µ
2
F ) and f
H2
j (x2, µ
2
F ), with x1,2 equal to the momentum fractions
of the participating partons for hadronic collisions H1 +H2 → cc¯X. At leading order in QCD, gluon
fusion dominates the production of cc¯ pairs, as it does at next-to-leading order (NLO) [25–29].
The differential cross section for the inclusive c cross section for charm momentum p is
E
d3σ
d p3
=
∑
i,j=q,q,g
∫
dx1dx2f
H1
i (x1, µ
2
F )f
H2
j (x2, µ
2
F )
×
[
E
d3σ̂ij(x1PH1 , x2PH2 , p,m
2, µ2F , µ
2
R)
d p3
]
, (2.1)
for parton cross section σˆ. Implicit in eq. (2.1) are integrals over the c¯ momentum for the leading-order
and NLO 2 → 2 processes, and over the c¯ and quark or gluon momentum in the 2 → 3 processes.
Explicit expressions for the one-particle inclusive heavy quark differential cross section, after these
integrals are performed, appear in ref. [26].
At SHiP, a proton beam, H1 = p, is incident on a molybdenum target, so H2 =Mo. The molybde-
num atomic mass is A = 96 and charge Z = 42. The cross section for charm production is dominated
by gg interactions which are independent of the number of neutrons and protons. There are poten-
tial valence quark effects in the forward production of charm, however. We approximate the parton
distribution function (PDF) for partons in the nucleus by
fMoj (x, µ
2
F ) = Zf
p/A
j (x, µ
2
F ) + (A− Z)fn/Aj (x, µ2F ) (2.2)
for charm production, where we assume isospin symmetry to relate the up and down quark distributions
in the neutron to those in the proton.
Theoretical evaluations of perturbative production of charm have a long history, with evaluations
through NLO in QCD in refs. [25–27] that have been implemented in the HVQ computer program with
the HVQMNRPHO main program and supporting fortran subroutines. Our perturbative evaluation
uses the HVQ computer program as a basis for the NLO evaluation. We use the single inclusive
charm quark evaluation provided there, with the addition of intrinsic transverse momentum and an
implementation of the Ds decay Ds → τντ and subsequent tau decays, as described below. For the
main results presented here, we take the charm quark mass to be mc = 1.27 GeV, and the central
values of the factorization scale µF = 2.1mc and renormalization scale µR = 1.6mc, following ref. [32]
where mc = 1.27 ± 0.09 GeV is used. The scale choices with mc = 1.27 GeV permit us to make a
direct comparison with the results in ref. [2]. With mc = 1.27 GeV, we can also take advantage of
the detailed data-constrained analysis of charm production over a wide energy range performed in ref.
[32] to set the range of scales to be µF = 1.25− 4.65mc and µR = 1.5− 1.7mc.
We use the nCTEQ15 PDFs [33], available for both free and bound nucleons. The nCTEQ15
distribution of grids does not include Mo PDFs, but the PDFs for Kr (A = 84) and Ag (A = 108)
give essentially the same cc¯ cross section for Ep = 400 GeV, where we use eq. (2.2) for Mo.
Before we discuss the nuclear PDF corrections, we note that the charm pair production cross
section per nucleon at next to leading order with µF = 2.1mc, µR = 1.6mc and mc = 1.27 GeV for a
proton beam energy of Ep = 400 GeV incident on a Mo target is 16.3 µb using free nucleon nCTEQ15
PDFs, whether one includes the specific Z and A dependence for Mo or uses an isoscalar nucleon
target. The nCTEQ15 free nucleon PDFs give a charm pair production cross section that is 14% lower
than the cross section using the CT14 PDFs [34] for the same charm quark mass and scale choices.
The measured cross section for pp scattering with Ep = 400 GeV is 18.1 ± 1.7 µb as determined by
Lourenco and Wohri in ref. [35] from data reported in ref. [30]. For our range of renormalization and
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factorization scales, the pp cross section with a 400 GeV beam energy is σcc¯ = 13.3−19.1 µb, with the
lower cross section within 3σ and a central value of 16.2 µb that is about 12% lower than the central
value of the measured pp charm pair cross section at this energy.
In general, it is not the case that the upper and lower theoretical bounds on the cross section are
obtained by taking both the lower renormalization and factorization scales, or both the upper scale
choices. However, for Ep = 400 GeV, it is the case. At this energy, the lower renormalization scale
gives a larger cross section because of a larger αs. Larger factorization scales result in PDF evolution
that pushes the PDFs to smaller x values. For Ep = 400 GeV, the larger factorization scale reduces
the PDFs in the x region of interest. At higher incident beam energies, the evolved enhanced small x
PDF distributions are more important than they are for Ep = 400 GeV.
Distributions are often evaluated using the transverse mass, mT =
√
p2T +m
2
c . In our single
inclusive distributions, we can evaluate the cross section with this scale choice. With mc = 1.27 GeV,
using µF = 2.1mT and µR = 1.6mT , the pp cross section is σcc¯ = 13.3 µb, on the lower side of the
cross section range. In the results presented here, we use a default scale dependence on the charm
quark mass rather than the transverse mass. Below, we use data from ref. [30] to set the parameter in
a Gaussian intrinsic transverse momentum distribution. A different parameter for intrinsic transverse
momentum would be obtained if the transverse mass scale is used instead.
At high energies where very small x PDFs are important, nuclear shadowing can have a large
impact on forward production, even for fairly low A targets like nitrogen, as shown in the context of
the atmospheric neutrino flux from charm [36]. At the energy considered here, there are two largely
compensating effects: the shadowing at smaller x values and the EMC effect at large x are offset by
anti-shadowing for x in the range of ∼ 0.01 − 0.3 (see, e.g., refs. [34, 37, 38] and references therein).
The net effect is that charm pair cross section is enhanced with nuclear corrections. The cross section
is 18.5 µb for bound nucleons in Mo using the central PDF of nCTEQ15 for Ag, so an increase of
about 13% due to nuclear corrections. By varying the nuclear PDFs over the 33 sets of nCTEQ15,
the cross section on Mo ranges from 17.8 µb–19.4 µb, about ±5%. For reference, the gg initial state
accounts for 94% of the cross section on bound nucleons for the central PDF choice in molybdenum
for Ep = 400 GeV.
The charm hadron and anti-hadron production rates are essentially equal for perturbative produc-
tion of charm. This will distinguish perturbative charm production from intrinsic charm production,
discussed below.
2.2 Intrinsic transverse momentum and fragmentation
For the large rapidities required by SHiP, intrinsic transverse momentum can deflect charm quarks
from the detector direction, so it should be included. The fragmentation of charm quarks to charm
hadrons also influences the transverse momentum distributions, as was noted, for example, already
in ref. [39] and more recently for LHC energies in ref. [40]. The intrinsic transverse momentum
depends on
√
s [32]. The LEBC-EHS experiment [30] with 400 GeV protons incident on a hydrogen
target is our benchmark for setting the intrinsic transverse momentum distribution value given the
fragmentation functions used here. Our default values for fragmentation parameters, the same as in
ref. [2], allow us to compare the intrinsic transverse momentum improved evaluation with the collinear
approximated evaluation [2].
For hadrons H equal to charged and neutral D’s and for Λc, we can write
Dc→H(z, µ20) =
NH z(1− z)2
[(1− z)2 + Hz]2 , (2.3)
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according to the Peterson fragmentation form [41], where we take z as the ratio of the momentum of
the meson to the momentum of the charm quark, ~pH = z~pc, in the lab frame. We use H from Kniehl
and Kramer [42], with µ0 = 1.5 GeV, and we rescale NH to normalize the fragmentation functions to
the fragmentation fractions of ref. [43]. The parameters H and the fragmentation fractions shown
in table 1 are used as default values for the results shown here. We do not evolve the fragmentation
functions. The Peterson fragmentation functions are used for all of the distributions of charm hadrons
and neutrinos evaluated using NLO perturbative QCD presented here, unless specifically noted.
Schweitzer, Teckentrup and Metz [44] showed that a Gaussian model of intrinsic transverse mo-
mentum is compatible with semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering and with Drell-Yan production. In
the Gaussian approach, azimuthal symmetry around the beam axis permits us to write
fkT (
~kT ) =
1
pi〈k2T 〉
exp
(
− k
2
T
〈k2T 〉
)
, (2.4)
normalized to unity with the integral over d2kT . For the Gaussian distribution,
〈k2T 〉 =
4
pi
〈kT 〉2 . (2.5)
The differential distribution for charm quark production becomes
E
dσ
dpz d2pT
=
∫
d2kT
∫
d2p′T fkT (~kT )E
dσ
dpz d2p′T
δ2(~pT − ~pT ′ − ~kT ) . (2.6)
In ref. [44], it was shown that for leading order Drell-Yan production, the Gaussian approximation
provides a good model if
〈k2T,DY 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 (2.7)
for a 300 GeV proton beam scattering on platinum (FNAL-288) [45]. For pion scattering from tungsten
(FNAL E615), the value is a little larger (1.7 GeV2) [46].
Using the Peterson fragmentation function for c → D±, D0 and D¯0 with D = 0.10, our NLO
evaluations with 〈k2T 〉 = 1.1−1.7 GeV2 provide good fits with the D meson p2T distribution measured by
the LEBC-EHS group [30]. The best fit with the data has 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2. The best fit distribution
(solid red histogram) and the range of predictions for 〈k2T 〉 = 1.1−1.7 GeV2 (dashed black histograms)
with the LEBC-EHS data are shown in fig. 1. We find a similar range of 〈k2T 〉 values when we compare
our predictions with the charm meson data from a 250 GeV proton beam incident on copper [47] when
we make a 10% correction to the overall normalization of the p2T distribution. To illustrate the
separate fragmentation and intrinsic transverse momentum effects, we also show in fig. 1 the charm
distribution without fragmentation or intrinsic transverse momentum (solid blue histogram), and with
intrinsic transverse momentum but without fragmentation (dashed orange histogram). The green
dashed histogram shows the result of including fragmentation, but not intrinsic transverse momentum.
In the evaluations of charm hadron production and the resulting neutrino energy and rapidity
distributions, we use 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 for the average intrinsic transverse momentum squared. This
is equivalent to 〈kT 〉 ' 1.05 GeV. We discuss the impact of the range of acceptable values of 〈k2T 〉 on
our predicted number of tau neutrino plus antineutrino events at SHiP in sec. 4.
The choice of D = 0.10 for D
0 and D+ production is larger than a more typical choice of
D = 0.06. With our default value, we can make direct comparisons with the muon neutrino results
evaluated in the collinear approximation in ref. [2]. As noted above, the choice of 〈k2T 〉 depends on the
fragmentation function. With D = 0.06, 〈k2T 〉 = 0.9 − 1.4 GeV2 gives a similar band of predictions
– 6 –
Particle H Bc→H
D0 0.101 0.606
D+ 0.104 0.245
D+s 0.0322 0.079
Λ+c 0.00418 0.062
Table 1. Parameters for the charm quark fragmentation to H = D mesons and the H = Λc, from ref. [42]
table I, and the fragmentation fractions of ref. [43]
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Figure 1. The NLO perturbative differential cross section for pp interactions for Ep = 400 GeV on a hydrogen
target (
√
s = 27.4 GeV) to produce D+ +D− +D0 + D¯0, as a function of the charm hadron p2T with intrinsic
transverse momentum 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 (solid red histogram) and D = 0.10 (see text). The dashed black
histograms show the range of 〈k2T 〉 = 1.1− 1.7 GeV2, including fragmentation. The orange dashed histogram
shows the p2T distribution of the charm quark with 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 (no fragmentation), and the green dashed
histogram shows the D meson p2T distribution calculated with 〈k2T 〉 = 0. The solid blue histogram shows the
result without fragmentation and without intrinsic transverse momentum. The data are from the LEBC-EHS
experiment [30].
to the choice of D = 0.10, 〈k2T 〉 = 1.1 − 1.7 GeV2. Intrinsic transverse momentum choices outside
the respective ranges of values are problematic for the larger values of p2T shown in fig. 1, despite the
large error bars that span a factor of ∼ 2 in the highest p2T bin. The large errors in the highest p2T bins
are not reflected proportionately in the error estimates for the neutrino events because the detector
angular size is small. At low p2T , the experimental error bars are of order ±15%, while the spread in
predictions with this fragmentation, for the range of 〈k2T 〉, is less than ±10%.
2.3 Intrinsic charm
Beam dump experiments have the potential to constrain additional contributions to charm hadron
production, beyond perturbation theory, through neutrino measurements. The description of high
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momentum charm hadrons have long been a topic of interest, e.g., as discussed in refs. [8–19]. Often
cited are the data from the LEBC-MPS collaboration from 800 GeV protons incident on a bubble
chamber [48], and the SELEX (E781) collaboration’s measurements of high momentum Λc’s in pi
−,
Σ− and p beams incident on copper and carbon targets [49]. These data show an excess of events for
high momentum fractions, beyond the perturbative prediction in this energy regime, however, there
are large error bars. They also found asymmetries in the production of hadrons with components that
could come from beam valence quarks compared with their antiparticles.
For definiteness to find charm contributions to neutrino fluxes at SHiP, we use an intrinsic charm
model of Brodsky, Hoyer, Peterson and Sakai (BHPS) [11, 12], described in detail in refs. [13, 14, 50].
There, intrinsic charm (IC) is modeled by considering protons with 5-quark and 7-quark Fock states
in which two of the quarks are a cc¯ pair. Heavy and light quarks can coalesce or heavy quarks can
independently fragment into high momentum charm hadrons. While this is not the dominant charm
hadron production mechanism, it may dominate the large Feynman xF distribution. Our goal here
is not to provide a definitive model of IC. We use this model to illustrate the potential for SHiP to
explore the contributions of IC, without introducing specific fragmentation functions, binding energy
and mass effects beyond what is outlined below.
Based on frame-independent probability distributions for intrinsic charm Pic, two types of contri-
butions to the production of charm hadrons are included: independent (uncorrelated) fragmentation
(F), and coalescence distributions (C) specific to individual charm hadrons. They depend on the
n-particle probability functions [14],
dPnic
dx1...dxn
= Nnαs(Mcc¯)
δ(1−∑ni=1 xi)
(m2p −
∑n
i=1(mˆi/xi))
2
(2.8)
for n = 5 and n = 7. The uncorrelated fragmentation is assumed to have a delta function fragmentation
function for c→ H, so as in ref. [14],
dPnFic
dxH
=
∫
dx1 . . . dxn
dPnic
dx1 . . . dxn
δ(xH − xc) . (2.9)
For coalescence, the probability function includes a delta function that combines the momentum
fractions of the quarks that make up the final state hadron,
dPnCic
dxH
=
∫
dx1 . . . dxn
dPnic
dx1 . . . dxn
δ(xH − xH1V − . . . − xHnV ) . (2.10)
In eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), xH is the Feynman xF variable for the given hadron H. In the large xF limit,
xF ' xE where, for SHiP, xE = ElabH /400 GeV. The Feynman xF distribution from intrinsic charm
becomes
dσic(pN)
dxF
= σinpN
µ2
4mˆ2c
∑
n=5,7
(
dPnFic
dxF
+
dPnCic
dxF
)
, (2.11)
where σinpN is the inelastic pN cross section and µ
2/4mˆ2c sets the scale of the intrinsic charm cross
section. In what follows, we approximate xF ' xE in all of our evaluations of the neutrinos from
intrinsic charm.
Alternatives to the delta functions in eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) can be used to relate the quark
momentum to the hadron momentum, for example, the Peterson fragmentation function can be used
for the uncorrelated fragmentation. We use the delta functions for intrinsic charm to be consistent in
how we include the uncorrelated and coalescence contributions. There are many more uncertainties
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in the theoretical treatment of intrinsic charm than for perturbative production of charm. A more
detailed treatment of fragmentation, binding energy, mass effects and other approximations in this
BHPS model of intrinsic charm would be required should evidence of intrinsic charm be observed
experimentally.
The relative contributions of the five quark (uudcc¯) and seven quark (uudcc¯qq¯) terms for qq¯ =
uu¯, dd¯, ss¯ are set according to ref. [14]. The normalizations are P 5ic = 3.1× 10−3, and P 7icu = P 7icd =
(mˆc/mˆu)
2 P 7ic, P
7
ics = (mˆc/mˆs)
2 P 7ic where P
7
ic = 4.4× 10−2 P 5ic and mˆu = mˆd = 0.45 GeV, mˆs = 0.71
GeV and mˆc = 1.8 GeV. For completeness, we write the differential distributions for the probabilities
for each of the charm hadrons as a function of xF in the appendix.
The overall normalization of intrinsic charm remains to be fixed, the value of which is of great
interest in the context of the prompt atmospheric flux [20–22]. Charm production in the atmosphere,
followed by its prompt decay into leptonic or semileptonic decay modes, is the dominant contribution
to the atmospheric neutrino flux at sufficiently high energies [20–24, 36, 51–56]. The IceCube measure-
ments of the diffuse astrophysical flux have ruled out an extremely large intrinsic charm component,
as discussed in, e.g., ref. [21]. Nevertheless, intrinsic charm may play an important role in the high
energy atmospheric neutrino flux because the incident cosmic ray hadrons have a very steep energy
dependence. Laha and Brodsky in ref. [22] argue that IceCube will be able to constrain intrinsic
charm in the future via their neutrino measurements in the 100 TeV to PeV energy range. Laha and
Brodsky’s normalization of the intrinsic charm cross section is based on the highest xF data in pp
collisions for Eb = 800 GeV (
√
s = 39 GeV) measured by the LEBC-MPS collaboration [48]. Using
this highest bin at xF = 0.32, Laha and Brodsky choose [22]:
dσic(pN →
∑
D±, D0, D¯0)
dxF
∣∣∣∣∣
xF=0.32
= 25 µb (IC25) (2.12)
dσic(pA)
dxF
= Aα
dσic(pN)
dxF
, (2.13)
a value above the central value in the bin, but within the error bar [48].
We vary the overall IC normalization in our discussion of the potential signals of intrinsic charm
in the neutrino signal, for example, considering a normalization of the pN differential cross section at
xF = 0.32,
dσic(pN →
∑
D±, D0, D¯0)
dxF
∣∣∣∣∣
xF=0.32
= 7 µb (IC7) , (2.14)
also considered in ref. [22]. The IC7 normalization is such that the differential cross section is at the
lower end of the LEBC-MPS error bar in the xF = 0.32 bin for Eb = 800 GeV [48].
The intrinsic charm cross section in this approach is expected to scale with energy as the pp total
cross section does, so it depends only weakly on energy. We use these same normalizations (IC25
and IC7) for our evaluation of the intrinsic charm contribution to the neutrino flux at SHiP where
Ep = 400 GeV. Intrinsic charm added with the IC25 normalization is still within the error bars for the
lowest and highest p2T shown in fig. 1, but the fit to the data with 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 is not as good as
with the perturbative contribution alone. A larger intrinsic charm normalization would over-produce
D mesons in the lowest p2T bin. The sum of the IC7 plus perturbative production of D mesons as a
function of p2T has a similar fit to the data shown in fig. 1.
The weak energy dependence of intrinsic charm means that the relative contributions of intrinsic
to perturbative charm production is larger at beam energies of 400 GeV than at the LHC or for the
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prompt atmospheric flux at IceCube. The lower beam energy at SHiP measurements is an advantage
for constraining the intrinsic charm component.
To account for nuclear effects, we use the appropriate scaling of Aα where α = 0.71 [57]. For
molybdenum, A0.71/A = 0.27. We note that a change in the value of α can be absorbed in a change
to the overall normalization of the intrinsic charm contribution. For example, α = 0.67 gives an IC
contribution that is ∼ 80% of the IC contribution with α = 0.71. Experimental evidence of intrinsic
charm would require a more detailed study of its A dependence.
Asymmetries between D− and D+, and between D0 and D¯0, for the xF ' xE distributions
are predicted in intrinsic charm models. Asymmetries are smaller for D±s . The detailed probability
distributions listed in the appendix quantify the differences in particle and antiparticle production as
a function of xF .
In this paper, we will also explore the implications for asymmetries in the high energy νµ and
ν¯µ energy distributions. Neutrino and antineutrino production from pion and kaon decays are also
asymmetric, but the beam dump will suppress pion and kaon production of muon neutrinos and
antineutrinos at high energies. We make an approximate evaluation of the muon neutrino and an-
tineutrino flux from pion and kaon decay for the SHiP target configuration based on fluxes presented
in ref. [1], with normalizations outlined in appendix C. We compare them with contributions from
intrinsic and perturbative charm.
2.4 Charm hadron production
In this section, we begin with our results for charm hadron production via the perturbative approach
for Ep = 400 GeV. Since we are interested in the neutrino and antineutrino energy distributions, most
of the figures in this section display the charm hadron energy distributions to show the impact of
elements of the calculation that will eventually translate to the lepton energy distributions. They also
serve as a reference for measurements of charm hadron production, e.g., the DsTau project [31].
Fig. 2 (upper) shows the differential cross section as a function of the charm hadron energy for
each of the charm hadrons considered here. To compare the distributions, the distributions have been
normalized by 1/Bc→H . Fig. 2 (lower) shows the ratios of the normalized distributions relative to the
D−s distribution as a function of charm hadron energy. The D
0 and D− histograms overlap.
The charm hadron energy distributions integrated over the full phase space do not change signif-
icantly with the introduction of intrinsic transverse momentum, however, the energy distributions of
the charm hadrons do change when an angular cut is applied. To illustrate, we show in fig. 3 the
energy distribution of the Ds when ηDs > 5.3. For ηDs > 5.3, the cross section for Ds production
including intrinsic transverse momentum is 7% of the total Ds cross section. The intrinsic kT has
a significant impact. Using the pseudorapidity cut η > 5.3 and no intrinsic kT , the number of low
energy Ds’s is approximately a factor of two higher than with intrinsic kT . The inclusion of intrinsic
kT translates to a lower flux of low energy tau neutrinos at the SHiP detector. This is not unexpected.
Since 〈kT 〉 ' 1 GeV and θ ∼ 〈kT 〉/E, the requirement θ . 0.01 rad means the energies out to ∼ 100
GeV are impacted.
The charm hadron distributions for both perturbative production and via intrinsic charm are
shown in fig. 4 as a function of energy (upper figure) and lab frame rapidity (lower figure). The
upper figure shows that intrinsic charm can dominate the energy distribution of charm hadrons for
hadron energies larger than E ∼ 50− 100 GeV, depending on the normalization of the intrinsic charm
contribution. Fig. 4 shows distributions from intrinsic charm with the IC25 normalization of eq.
(2.13). The lower figure shows that intrinsic charm clearly dominates at high rapidity, as anticipated.
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Figure 2. The perturbative differential cross section per nucleon for pMo interactions for Ep = 400 GeV
on a fixed target (
√
s = 27.4 GeV) to produce a charm hadron, as a function of the charm hadron energy,
with intrinsic transverse momentum 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 for all charm hadrons (upper figure). For comparison
purposes, the fragmentation fractions have been divided out so the curves all have the same normalizations.
The ratios of the normalized distributions for D0, D− and Λ+c to the D
−
s distribution are shown in the lower
figure. The D0 and D− histograms overlap.
When a pseudorapidity cut of η > 5.3 is applied to the Ds distribution from intrinsic charm, the cross
section is 40% of the cross section for all of phase space.
The perturbative result for D+ equals the result for D−, and similarly for the other hadrons,
however, the intrinsic charm contributions are different for hadrons incorporating a charm quark
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Figure 3. The differential cross section per nucleon for pMo interactions scaled by fragmentation fraction
for Ep = 400 GeV and 〈k2T 〉 = 0 (solid) and 1.4 GeV2 (dashed), as a function of charm hadron energy E, for
perturbative production of Ds with ηDs > 5.3 (dashed line).
compared to charm antiquark. The Λ+c are produced at the highest rapidities, as can be seen in fig. 5,
where perturbative and intrinsic contributions to charm hadron rapidities are shown on a linear scale.
Perturbative charm and intrinsic charm production of Ds’s may be measured in the near future.
The DsTau experiment proposes to study Ds production from a double kink signature, where the
decay Ds → τντ and the τ → ντX will be observed in an emulsion detector. They aim for 2.3× 108
proton interactions in a thin tungsten target to get an estimated 1000 double kink events when a
20% detector efficiency is included. Our evaluation of the differential distribution for D±s for the
tungsten target is shown in fig. 6, where we have used the tungsten PDFs from nCTEQ15 [33] in
the evaluation. The lower blue dotted histogram comes from the perturbative QCD evaluation with
intrinsic transverse momentum 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2, while the orange dotted histogram shows the intrinsic
charm contribution to D±s normalized by eq. (2.13) (IC25). The sum of the two is shown with the
solid green histogram. The red dashed histogram shows the sum with the intrinsic charm reduced
by a factor of 7/25, labeled by IC7. For perturbative QCD production, with a branching fraction of
B(Ds → τντ ) = 5.5% and the factor of 20% for detector efficiency, the number of double kink events
is 881 with our evaluation, integrated over all energy, with 296 events coming from D±s with E > 24
GeV. For the intrinsic charm contribution with the full energy range, the number of events from IC is
277, with 261 events having D±s energies above 24 GeV. For E > 100 GeV, there are 19 perturbative
events and 95 IC events of this type. The lower normalization factor of 7/25 for IC reduces the number
of IC events by a factor of 0.28. Approximating xF ' xE = EDs/Ep, for a power law of the form
dσ
dxE
∼ (1− xE)n , (2.15)
the power is n ' 10.0 at large xE for the perturbative result and n ' 5.0 for the sum of perturbative
and intrinsic charm as evaluated by this model. The DsTau experiment should be able to put strong
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Figure 4. (Upper figure) The differential cross section per nucleon for pMo interactions for Ep = 400 GeV and
〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2, as a function of charm hadron energy E for perturbative charm production (solid histograms)
and intrinsic charm (dashed and dot-dashed histograms). Intrinsic charm is normalized according to ref. [22]
as shown in eq. (2.13) (IC25). (Lower figure) The differential cross section per nucleon for pMo interactions
and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2, as a function of the charm hadron rapidity y in the lab frame for perturbative charm
(solid histograms) and intrinsic charm (IC25) (dashed and dot-dashed histograms).
constraints on the intrinsic charm model of ref. [14].
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Figure 5. The differential cross section per nucleon for pMo interactions and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2, as a function
of the charm hadron rapidity y in the lab frame for perturbative charm (solid histograms) and intrinsic charm
(IC25), normalized as in fig. 4 (dashed and dot-dashed histograms), plotted on a linear scale.
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Figure 6. The differential cross section per nucleon for pW interactions for Ep = 400 GeV and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4
GeV2, as a function of D±s energy E for perturbative D
+
s +D
−
s production (blue dotted) and intrinsic charm
(orange dotted), where intrinsic charm is normalized according to eq. (2.13) (IC25), adjusted to account for a
tungsten target. The sum is shown with the solid histogram. The red dashed histogram shows the sum when
the intrinsic charm is scaled by 7/25 (IC7).
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3 Neutrinos and antineutrinos at SHiP
In this section we show energy distributions of neutrino and antineutrinos from charm hadron decays.
In sec. 3.1, the NLO perturbative QCD contributions are evaluated first, followed by the inclusion
of the much more uncertain component from intrinsic charm. The neutrino energy distributions from
charm hadron decays are converted to the number of events per GeV at SHiP for muon and tau
neutrinos and antineutrinos. We represent the SHiP detector as a column depth L = 66.7 g/cm2 of
lead and convert the neutrino energy distributions to events using the neutrino charged current cross
section. These results are shown in sec. 3.2. In sec. 3.3, we describe an approximation for the number
of νµ and ν¯µ from pion and kaon decays (with more details in appendix C). We evaluate the muon
charge asymmetry from muon neutrino and antineutrino charged current interactions, where the muon
neutrino and antineutrino fluxes come from pion, kaon and charm hadron decays, where the charm
contribution is computed both with and without intrinsic charm.
3.1 Neutrino and antineutrino energy distributions from prompt decays of charm
The neutrinos from prompt decays of charm hadrons at the SHiP detector, including the full three-
dimensional kinematics, are shown in this section. The Ds decay Ds → τντ , with the τ → ντX that
depends on the tau polarization, is an interesting feature. We refer to the tau neutrino produced
directly in the Ds → τντ as the “direct neutrino” and the neutrino that comes from the tau decay
as the “chain decay neutrino.” For reference, we include in appendix B some details of our numerical
implementation of the production of direct and chain decay tau neutrinos from Ds decays.
The NLO QCD results for the neutrino differential cross section as a function of neutrino energy
are shown in fig. 7 for Ep = 400 GeV. The distributions are the sum of neutrinos and antineutrinos.
The neutrino or antineutrino rapidity is required to be ην > 5.3. The upper curve shows the charm
contribution to the energy distribution of νµ and ν¯µ. The lower solid curve shows the tau neutrino
plus antineutrino distribution, the sum of the dashed (direct decays) and dotted (chain decays from
tau) curves. The direct neutrino has a much smaller energy than the tau in the Ds rest frame. In the
lab frame, even though the neutrino from the tau decay Ds → τ → ντ has a fraction of the tau energy,
itself a fraction of the Ds energy, the chain decay neutrino has more energy on average than the direct
neutrino. The cross-over from direct decay dominated to chain decay dominated is at Eν ∼ 20 GeV.
The prompt muon neutrino plus antineutrino differential cross section is approximately a factor of ten
larger than that of prompt tau neutrinos plus antineutrinos. Since charm is produced with anticharm,
the differential cross sections to produce ν` and ν¯` are the same for a given `. We approximate the
electron neutrino and muon neutrino differential cross sections to be equal since the charged lepton
masses me and mµ are small compared to the charm meson masses.
It is not surprising that with the normalization of intrinsic charm discussed in the previous section,
intrinsic charm contributions to the neutrino differential cross section in the very forward region
overwhelm the perturbative neutrino differential cross section, as shown in fig. 8 for the tau neutrino
and antineutrino distributions for protons incident on a molybdenum target at SHiP. The lower dashed
histogram shows the perturbative tau neutrino energy distribution (equal to the perturbative tau
antineutrino energy distribution), while the solid lines show the sum of intrinsic and perturbative tau
neutrino, and separately, tau antineutrino energy distributions. The intrinsic charm is normalized
with eq. (2.13), IC25, where with A = 96, the nuclear target normalization factor is A0.71/A = 0.27.
The default intrinsic transverse momentum 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2 is used, with ην > 5.3.
The dashed line shown in fig. 9 shows the νµ energy distribution dσ/dE per nucleon in the target,
equal to the ν¯µ energy distribution evaluated using NLO perturbative QCD of cc¯ with 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4
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Figure 7. The perturbative differential cross section per nucleon for pMo interactions for Ep = 400 GeV and
〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV,2 as a function of neutrino energy for νµ + ν¯µ (upper solid histogram) and ντ + ν¯τ (lower solid
histogram) for ην > 5.3. The separate contributions to ντ + ν¯τ from the direct decay (Ds → ντ ) and chain
decay (Ds → τ → ντ ) are shown with long and short dashed histograms, respectively.
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Figure 8. The perturbative differential cross section per nucleon (dashed) (dσ(pA)/dE)/A for Ep = 400
GeV, A = 96 and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV,2 as a function of neutrino energy for perturbative production of ντ (lower
dashed histogram) and from the sum of perturbative and intrinsic charm on a molybdenum target for ντ and
ν¯τ (upper solid histograms), for ην > 5.3. The intrinsic charm contributions are normalized with eq. (2.13)
labeled IC25.
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Figure 9. The differential cross section per nucleon (dashed) (dσ(pA)/dE)/A for Ep = 400 GeV, A = 96 and
〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV,2 as a function of neutrino energy for perturbative production of νµ (lower dashed histogram)
and from the sum of perturbative and intrinsic charm on a molybdenum target for νµ and ν¯µ (upper solid
histograms), for ην > 5.3. The intrinsic charm contributions are normalized with eq. (2.13) labeled IC25.
GeV2 for ην > 5.3. The solid lines show the sum of perturbative charm and intrinsic charm contri-
butions to the muon neutrino (lower solid histogram) and muon antineutrino (upper solid histogram)
energy distributions for the same 〈k2T 〉 and rapidity restriction. Since charm hadrons D− and D¯0 are
favored over their charged conjugates with this model for intrinsic charm momentum distributions, the
production rate for muon anti-neutrinos is larger than for muon neutrinos. Above E ∼ 20 GeV, the
asymmetry between particle and antiparticle perturbative production is modified by intrinsic charm.
It will be apparent if the intrinsic charm contribution is normalized by IC25 (eq. (2.13).) We discuss
the muon neutrino-antineutrino asymmetry below, where we show that the enhanced flux of muon
antineutrinos compensates in part for the lower antineutrino cross section in the detector.
Intrinsic charm dominates muon neutrino and antineutrino energy distributions for most of the
energy range. The intrinsic charm cross section normalization can be constrained at SHiP from high
energy muon neutrino and antineutrino measurements. Indeed, SHiP is better positioned to constrain
the normalization of the intrinsic charm contribution than current LHC experiments. At LHC center-
of-mass energies, the intrinsic charm cross section is a much smaller fraction of the perturbative charm
cross section.
3.2 SHiP neutrino events from prompt decays of charm
The conversion of the differential neutrino energy distribution to events with a charged lepton requires
the neutrino charged current cross section. The SHiP detector will have thin emulsion films interleaved
with lead bricks [1]. For the flux of neutrinos from charm decays, we write
φν =
dNν
dE
=
Np
σpA
dσ(pA→ νX)
dE
. (3.1)
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Figure 10. The deep-inelastic neutrino and antineutrino charged current cross section per nucleon scaled by
(anti-)neutrino energy, for muon and tau (anti-)neutrinos scattering on lead, as a function of neutrino energy.
We require that the hadronic final state energy be larger than Wmin = mp +mpi.
As in ref. [2], we take Np = 2× 1020 protons and hadronic cross section per nucleon σpA/A = σpN =
10.7 mb. The number of events per GeV is
φevts = φν
L
λν
(3.2)
where λν = (NAσ(νA)/A)
−1 and L = 66.7 g/cm2 for lead in the detector.
To evaluate the neutrino cross sections with lead relevant for SHiP, we use the nCTEQ15 parton
distribution functions for lead [34]. For tau neutrino interactions, we include the mτ/Eν corrections
to the differential cross section [58–61]. We use the low momentum transfer extrapolation of the
deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) structure functions outlined in refs. [61, 62]. Shown in fig. 10 are the
neutrino and antineutrino charged-current cross sections per nucleon per neutrino energy as a function
of incident neutrino energy for the production of muons and taus. We require that the hadronic final
state energy W be larger than Wmin = mp+mpi for DIS. At low energy for νµ interactions, the impact
of W > Wmin can be seen in fig. 10 for muon neutrinos and antineutrinos. For tau neutrinos, the
suppression of σ/E comes from both W > Wmin and tau mass kinematic corrections. The tau mass
corrections persist out to relatively high energies. The muon neutrino charged current cross section
is about a factor of 1.5 larger than the tau neutrino cross section at Eν = 50 GeV. For reference,
table 2 lists the charged current cross sections for scattering with a lead target by muon neutrinos and
antineutrinos, and tau neutrinos and antineutrinos for energies up to Eν = 400 GeV. This is beyond
the energy range of neutrinos at SHiP, but it is potentially of interest for Ep = 800 GeV protons
incident on a beam dump. The muon neutrino cross section is still 10% larger than the tau neutrino
cross section for Eν = 400 GeV, even though Eν  mτ .
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E [GeV] σ(νµ)/E σ(ν¯µ)/E σ(ντ )/E σ(ν¯τ )/E
1 0.360 9.83× 10−2 - -
2 0.514 0. 151 - -
3 0.565 0.181 - -
4 0.592 0.203 - -
5 0.608 0.218 1.58× 10−2 5.55× 10−3
6 0.618 0.227 3.53× 10−2 1.32× 10−2
7 0.626 0.237 5.60× 10−2 2.18× 10−2
8 0.631 0.243 7.69× 10−2 3.06× 10−2
9 0.637 0.248 9.70× 10−2 3.95× 10−2
10 0.640 0.252 0.116 4.81× 10−2
20 0.655 0.275 0.259 0.113
30 0.661 0.286 0.340 0.149
50 0.663 0.294 0.426 0.189
100 0.660 0.304 0.510 0.231
200 0.653 0.309 0.561 0.262
300 0.648 0.314 0.580 0.27
400 0.643 0.315 0.586 0.282
Table 2. The deep-inelastic charged current cross section divided by energy for νµ, ν¯µ, ντ and ν¯τ interactions
with lead, per nucleon, evaluated using the Pb PDFs of nCTEQ15 [34], in units of 10−38 cm2/GeV, with
hadronic final state energy W > mp +mpi.
The uncertainties in the cross sections for neutrino and antineutrinos incident on lead can be
approximated by considering the PDF uncertainties as quantified by the 32 variants to the nCTEQ15
PDFs for lead targets. The cross section uncertainties for ντ and ν¯τ DIS interactions in lead using these
PDF variants are smaller than ±3% for the energies considered here, except for the lowest energies,
below ∼ 10 GeV.
Fig. 11 shows the impact of intrinsic transverse momentum and the full three-dimensional kine-
matics for the sum of tau neutrino plus antineutrino events for ην > 5.3, as a function of neutrino
energy, evaluated using NLO perturbative QCD. The upper blue histogram shows the number of events
per GeV for tau neutrinos plus antineutrinos, evaluated using most of the same approximations as in
ref. [2]: that the differential cross section for charm quark production, evaluated with CT14 PDFs
with no intrinsic transverse momentum but with fragmentation, in the approximation that the charm
quark momentum is in the same direction relative to the incident proton beam as the neutrino from
its decay (the “collinear approximation” that ην ' ηc). Here we show for ην > 5.3 as an approximate
representation of the detector solid angle. Using CT14 PDFs reduces the number of events by ∼ 10%
compared to the number of events with CT10 PDFs used in ref. [2].
The three lower histograms in fig. 11 are evaluated using the best fit nCTEQ15 PDFs for the
free proton incident on the fixed molybdenum target. With only the addition of intrinsic transverse
momentum 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2, the number of events is 62% of the number of events without intrinsic
transverse momentum. The three dimensional decay kinematics further reduces the overall number of
events. The number of events goes from 939 to 272 events for Np = 2 × 1020 with these parameter
choices for NLO perturbative production of charm with fragmentation to Ds mesons that decay to
τντ .
Our main results for tau neutrinos and antineutrinos at SHiP, evaluated with NLO perturbative
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Production ντ ν¯τ ν¯τ + ντ
pQCD 188 (93, 262) 84 (41, 116) 272 (134, 378)
IC25 1379 606 1985
IC7 386 170 556
Table 3. The number of tau neutrino and antineutrino events at SHiP with ην > 5.3. Evaluations are
made from charm production and decay from a 400 GeV proton beam with 2 × 1020 protons incident on a
molybdenum target, with the neutrinos interacting in a lead detector with column depth L = 66.7 g/cm2. For
the perturbative QCD evaluation (pQCD), the number of events in parentheses are the numbers of events for
the lower and upper limits of the shaded bands in fig. 12. The numbers for IC25 and IC7 are for intrinsic
charm alone.
QCD, are shown in fig. 12. In the upper figure, we show separately the tau neutrino and tau
antineutrino number of events per GeV. The solid histograms show the number of events per GeV for
the central scale choices with mc = 1.27 GeV and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2. The difference in φevts from ντ
and ν¯τ comes from the difference in the neutrino and antineutrino cross sections. In the lower figure,
the solid histogram shows the sum of tau neutrino plus antineutrino events per GeV.
The shaded bands reflect the uncertainties in the evaluation of the number of events at SHiP.
For a fixed charm quark mass, the choice of the scale factor has the largest impact on the predicted
number of events. As in ref. [2], we use a range of scales guided by the data constrained analysis of
ref. [32], namely, (µR, µF ) = (1.48, 1.25)mc and (µR, µF ) = (1.71, 4.65)mc with mc = 1.27 GeV to
bracket the predicted charm production cross sections. The choice of intrinsic transverse momentum
〈k2T 〉 = 1.1 − 1.7 GeV2 introduces an uncertainty that is between ∼ 3 − 6 times smaller than the
effect of the scale uncertainty for Eν < 100 GeV. The dotted histograms show the range of predictions
adding in quadrature the scale and 〈k2T 〉 excursions from the central value. The range in the number
of events is 195 events to 357 events (sum of tau neutrino plus antineutrino) accounting just for the
scale variation using µR,F ∼ mc and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.1− 1.7 GeV2. The central choices give 272 events. The
number of events vary by less than ∼ ±40% below E = 100 GeV, less than ∼ ±30% below 50 GeV.
Fig. 12 also shows a broader uncertainty band for the separate tau neutrino and antineutrino
number of events per GeV (upper plot) and for the sum (lower plot). The full uncertainty band
includes, in addition to the scale dependence and choice of 〈k2T 〉, a number of other uncertainties
added in quadrature. The 33 sets of nuclear PDFs provided in the nCTEQ15 distribution translate
to an uncertainty in the number of tau neutrinos plus antineutrinos that increase with energy, from a
few percent error at low energies, to ∼ 10% for Eν = 50 GeV and ∼ 20% for Eν = 100 GeV. Using
the nCTEQ15 set for krypton rather than silver decreases the distribution as a function of energy
with a smaller, but similar correction. The nCTEQ15 results are about 14% lower than using CT14
PDFs for the free proton, so we add (in quadrature) an additional 14% uncertainty to the upper band.
The uncertainty band also includes decreases in the distribution that come from using mc = 1.4 GeV
and µR,F ∼ mT . Each of these two changes to the inputs of the calculation decreases the predicted
number of event per GeV comparably to choosing the scales to be (µR, µF ) = (1.71, 4.65)mc with
mc = 1.27 GeV. We remark, however, that neither choice gives a total cc¯ cross section within 3σ of
the measured value. An additional uncertainty included is the small (of order 3%) uncertainty that
comes from evaluating the neutrino and antineutrino lead cross sections with the 32 nCTEQ15 PDF
variants. For the total number of events shown in the lower figure, the lower limit of the band amounts
to 134 events. The number of events using the upper limit of the band is 378.
Intrinsic charm, at the level with normalization IC25 in eq. (2.13), makes a large contribution to
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Figure 11. From perturbative QCD, the sum of tau neutrino plus tau antineutrino events per GeV for
ην > 5.3 as a function of incident neutrino energy, for an 400 GeV proton beam with 2× 1020 protons incident
on a molybdenum target, assuming a detector with column depth L = 66.7 g/cm2 of lead, for different
approximations in evaluating angular dependence of the neutrino: 〈k2T 〉 = 0 and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2, with
collinear (1D) and full three-dimensional (3D) treatment of decays. The upper histogram comes from using
the CT14 PDFs for the charm production, while the remaining histograms show results with nCTEQ15 PDFs.
the overall number of events per GeV of tau neutrinos (middle, orange histogram) and tau antineutrinos
(lower, green histogram) shown in fig. 13. The upper (blue) histogram is the sum of tau neutrino
plus antineutrino events. The total number is 1985 events with these parameter choices. If the
normalization of the intrinsic charm contribution in pN collisions is lowered such that dσ/dxF = 7 µb
at xF = 0.32 (IC7), the number of events from intrinsic charm reduces by a factor of 0.28. The double
peak structure comes from the separate direct tau neutrinos from the Ds decay (lower energy peak) and
the chain decay from Ds → τ → ντ with the higher energy peak. Including smaller ην values (including
larger angles around the beam direction) merges the two peaks. A similar double peak structure is
seen in the NLO perturbative QCD evaluation for ην > 6.0, but the peaks are overlapping for ην > 5.3,
shown in fig. 12. Again, the asymmetry between the numbers of tau neutrino and antineutrino events
comes from the differences in the cross sections. The tau neutrino and antineutrino fluxes are nearly
identical for intrinsic charm, although this is not the case for muon neutrinos and antineutrinos. The
number of events from tau neutrinos and antineutrinos with ην > 5.3 and interactions in the SHiP
detector, modeled as a lead detector with column depth L = 66.7 g/cm2, from a beam of 2 × 1020
protons with Ep = 400 GeV incident on molybdenum are summarized in table 3. We do not evaluate a
detailed uncertainty for intrinsic charm here because the intrinsic charm contribution to forward charm
production is only mildly constrained. As remarked in sec. 2, the A dependence uncertainty can be
absorbed into the overall normalization. More detailed analyses with fragmentation functions, binding
energy and mass effects would be merited in the event that an intrinsic charm effect is measured.
We now turn to the number of muon neutrino and antineutrino events. We begin with NLO
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perturbative QCD predictions, including intrinsic transverse momentum and three-dimensional kine-
matics, for muon neutrinos and antineutrinos from charm production and decay. Fig. 14 shows the
number of muon neutrino and antineutrino events per GeV from charm as a function of energy for
the 400 GeV proton beam with the standard parameter choices. The two dashed histograms show the
intrinsic charm number of events per GeV. While for the perturbative evaluation, the difference in
neutrino and antineutrino number of events per GeV is due to the different neutrino and antineutrino
cross sections, the number of events per GeV for intrinsic charm reflects enhanced forward production
of hadrons with a charm quark or antiquark that combines with valence quarks. Charm leptonic
decays go to neutrinos, and anticharm decays to an antineutrino. The meson components dominate
over Λ±c , so the flux of antineutrinos is higher than neutrinos.
For the perturbative evaluation of charm, the number of events from muon neutrino and antineu-
trino interactions at SHiP with ην > 5.3 are a factor of 20 larger than the number of events from tau
neutrino plus antineutrino interactions, a total of 5738 events for the sum of solid histograms (labeled
pQCD) in fig. 14. The intrinsic charm IC25 number of events for muon neutrinos and antineutrinos,
a total of 21055 for the sum of dashed histograms in fig. 14, is a factor of ∼ 10 larger than the number
of events for tau neutrinos and antineutrinos from the IC25 evaluation. Where there is no difference
in the tau neutrino and antineutrino fluxes, the fraction of ν¯τ events of the total number of ντ + ν¯τ
events is about 30%, as is the fraction of ν¯µ events to the total number of νµ + ν¯µ events evaluated
from perturbative QCD. The fraction of ν¯µ to the total of νµ + ν¯µ from IC25 alone is 44%.
3.3 Muon charge asymmetry at SHiP
The asymmetry in particle and antiparticle production with intrinsic charm is an interesting feature
to use as a diagnostic for intrinsic charm. As noted above, the asymmetry in charm hadron particle-
antiparticle production will translate to the numbers of νµ and ν¯µ per GeV, but not for ντ and ν¯τ .
While muon neutrinos and antineutrinos come from charm decays, they also come from pion and
kaon decays, even in the beam dump environment. A full simulation of the muon neutrino plus
antineutrino flux at SHiP is beyond the scope of this work, but we can use the approximate flux
evaluated in ref. [1] for SHiP. The details of our normalization of their results (presented in ref. [1]
with arbitrary normalization) for the muon, electron and tau neutrino plus antineutrino fluxes are
discussed in appendix C. We review them briefly here. Our strategy is to use the tau neutrino plus
antineutrino flux to set the overall normalization. Assuming simple power laws and taking the electron
neutrino plus antineutrino flux from charm, we can extract the contribution from kaons to νe + ν¯e.
The kaon contribution to νµ + ν¯µ is approximated, and the pion contribution to the νµ + ν¯µ flux is
extracted. Charged particle production ratios [63] are used to approximate the separate neutrino and
antineutrino fluxes. Fig. 15 shows these fluxes with the separate pion, kaon and charm distributions.
The flux of νµ + ν¯µ from pions falls quickly with energy relative to those from kaons because of the
relatively long pion lifetime. While the figure shows an energy range to very small Eν , the simple
power law certainly fails at low energy. Below 40 GeV neutrino energy, our approximate flux is less
reliable so we have shaded the region of Eν < 40 GeV in fig. 15.
The number of muon neutrino and antineutrino events per GeV from pQCD production of charm
combined with our modeled pion and kaon neutrinos is shown in fig. 16 with the green histograms: the
upper solid histogram for νµ charged current events per GeV and lower dashed green histogram for ν¯µ
events per GeV (no intrinsic charm). Low energy contributions come from pions, however, for νµ, the
kaon contribution dominates for E larger than ∼ 40 GeV. For antineutrinos, the crossover between
pion and kaon contributions is also at ∼ 40 GeV, at which point the prompt contribution from charm
is nearly equal to the kaon contribution to the ν¯µ number of events per GeV. Since we have not done
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a full error analysis of the D → νµ modeling, we have expanded the error band for the perturbative
contributions to νµ + ν¯µ. The uncertainty in the total number of events for the perturbative QCD
evaluation of the ντ+ν¯τ events in table 3 is 0.5-1.4 times the central value. The shaded bands reflect a
more conservative error estimate for the perturbative muon neutrino and antineutrino fluxes, taking a
factor of 0.3-2 times the central perturbative result. The green error band reflecting charm production
of νµ decreases with energy because at higher energies, the kaon contribution dominates. The green
error band reflecting charm production of ν¯µ increases with energy as the charm contribution increases
in importance with increasing energy.
The nearly flat orange histograms in fig. 16 show the νµ (solid) and ν¯µ (dashed) number of events
per GeV where they come from only intrinsic charm production. The intrinsic charm events per GeV
for νµ’s is approximately equal to that of muon neutrinos from the combined contributions from pions,
kaons and perturbative charm, and for ν¯µ from intrinsic charm, all much larger than the pi, K and
pQCD contributions to the number of ν¯µ events per GeV. One can define the charge asymmetry as
Aνµν¯µ =
dN(νµ → µ−)/dE − dN(ν¯µ → µ+)/dE
dN(νµ → µ−)/dE + dN(ν¯µ → µ+)/dE , (3.3)
where dN/dE = φevts(E) for the respective interactions. Fig. 17 shows the charge asymmetry de-
fined in eq. (3.3). The highest histogram shows the asymmetry evaluated with only pion, kaon and
perturbative charm contributions to the νµ + ν¯µ flux. The lowest curve shows the case where the
intrinsic charm is normalized according to eq. (2.13) for protons incident on molybdenum (IC25)
added to the perturbative charm, pion and kaon contributions. Intermediate curves show the results
for IC7 (eq. (2.14)) and when the IC25 normalization is decreased by a factor of 1/10. The error
band shown with the dashed histogram for pi,K and perturbative charm production of muon neutrinos
and antineutrinos shows an approximate energy independent ±40% error on the perturbative νµ + ν¯µ
flux that comes from scale dependence. The shaded bands show a conservative error estimate of the
perturbative error with a range of 0.3-2.0 times the central perturbative νµ + ν¯µ result. Even with the
larger error band on the perturbative contributions, the change in the muon charge asymmetry when
intrinsic charm contributes at the level of the IC25 or IC7 normalization is evident. A full study of
perturbative and nonperturbative contributions to the νµ and ν¯µ flux is beyond the scope of this work.
However, with our approximations for the pion and kaon contributions to the number of νµ + ν¯µ, it
is our estimate that the number of intrinsic charm events normalized according to IC7 or larger will
be reflected in a muon charge asymmetry different from the results from pion, kaon and perturbative
charm contributions to that asymmetry.
4 Discussion
Tau neutrino and antineutrino detection at SHiP would show not just evidence of tau neutrino charged
current production of taus, but also allow for the study of tau neutrino interactions and the details of
tau neutrino production. By approximating the detector acceptance for the SHiP detector a distance
of 51.5m downstream from the front of the target with an angular cut equivalent to ην > 5.3, we can
reproduce our earlier results in ref. [2] to within 10%. Our new NLO perturbative QCD evaluation
of charm mesons, in particular for Ds that includes intrinsic transverse momentum effects in the hard
scattering and the angular effects in the decays of the Ds → τντ and τ → ντX, reduces the number of
tau events by a factor of ∼ 3 compared to the number of events in ref. [2], predicting 272 events with
our central renormalization and factorization scale choices and 〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2. Scale and intrinsic
transverse momentum uncertainties introduce a ∼ ±30 − 40% uncertainty in the number of events.
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A larger charm quark mass or scale choice that depends on mT rather than mc results in a smaller
number of events. Combining mass, scale factor and other uncertainties leads to a lower value of 134
events and an upper value of 378 events, as summarized in table 3. The wide range of perturbative
QCD predictions for the number of tau neutrino events for ην > 5.3, here estimated to be a factor of
2.8, emphasizes the importance of additional experimental measurements of charm productions, for
example, with the proposed DsTau experiment [31].
Forward production of charm that is not perturbative can enhance neutrino production in beam
dump experiments. We have used the BHPS model for intrinsic charm [11–14] as a representative
model to show the impact that forward charm production can have on the number of tau neutrino and
antineutrino events. With an intrinsic charm normalization suggested in the context of the prompt
atmospheric neutrino flux, which also emphasizes forward production, we find that intrinsic charm
production and decay to tau neutrinos and antineutrinos would significantly enhance the number of
events. Indeed, intrinsic charm is relatively more important at low energies, e.g., at SHiP, than for
high energy cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere because the cross section is assumed to scale like
the total hadronic cross section, so it is weakly dependent on energy, unlike the perturbative charm
cross section. With the higher intrinsic charm normalization suggested in ref. [22] (IC25), the number
of events for tau production from intrinsic charm alone is almost 2,000 tau neutrino plus antineutrino
charged current events. The energy distribution of the number of tau neutrino and antineutrino events,
different for perturbative production of charm and for intrinsic charm, will be essential to untangle
the their relative contributions given the uncertainties in the total number of events.
Beyond the enhancement in the number of events, one of the important features of intrinsic charm
models is the asymmetry in particle production because of the valence momenta in the proton beam.
The valence quarks are not relevant to D±s production, so particle-antiparticle asymmetries different
from the NLO perturbative QCD predictions won’t appear in the tau neutrino and tau antineutrino
events, but they will appear in muon neutrino and antineutrino charged current events. To estimate
the µ− − µ+ asymmetry as a function of energy, we used the Monte Carlo evaluation of the neutrino
fluxes from ref. [1], then used particle production asymmetries [63] to estimate the separate pion and
kaon contributions to the muon neutrino and antineutrino fluxes. Signals of intrinsic charm would
be offsets in the particle asymmetry predicted from just pion and kaon contributions to the muon
neutrino and antineutrino fluxes.
We have used the BHPS model for intrinsic charm to compare with what has been used to
evaluate prompt atmospheric neutrino fluxes in ref. [22], however, this is not the only model with
forward charm production or for intrinsic charm. Within the BHPS model, we have chosen simplified
fragmentation in the uncorrelated fragmentation and coalescence contributions and equal weights for
the two contributions. These approximations can be changed and refinements to the treatment of
fragmentation can be made. Their impacts on predictions can be assessed should experimental data
point to intrinsic charm.
Presented here are neutrino fluxes with a single proton interaction, responsible for the bulk of the
high energy neutrinos. Secondary and tertiary interactions will produce more, lower energy, neutrinos
to increase the number of events. A full Monte Carlo of pion, kaon and charm hadron production with
multiple interactions within the beam dump target is beyond the scope of this work. Ideally, a full
simulation would be performed and compared to direct measurements of charm hadron production.
In lieu of the next-to-leading order QCD evaluation of charm pair production with additional
intrinsic transverse momentum, the Pythia Monte Carlo can be used to model charm production.
A disadvantage of Pythia is that it is tuned to central production rather than forward production.
Comparisons of Pythia modeling of charm production with the E791 results in pi−N collisions with a
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500 GeV beam energy [64] showed that the data do not match well with the default tune, as noted in
ref. [65]. Dijkstra and Ruf, in ref. [65] use a retuned Pythia and consider multiple interactions within
the target to produce charm. They find that the total amount of charm produced is 2.3 times the
amount produced in the primary pN interaction, although, with a softer spectrum, so the number of
events will not increase by as large a factor.
Neutrino events in a beam dump experiment like SHiP will provide important tests of lepton flavor
universality in tau neutrino and antineutrino interactions. Both tau and muon flavors of neutrino
and antineutrino number of events, as a function of neutrino energy, will enable a disentangling of
perturbative and non-perturbative elements of charm production. The small angular region around the
proton beam direction required for neutrinos to intercept the SHiP detector probes very forward charm
production, complementary to the higher energy measurements of charm in collider experiments. The
high pseudorapidity and relatively low beam energy of SHiP will permit stronger constraints on models
of intrinsic charm, with their normalizations only weakly dependent on energy, than at high energy
colliders. Better measurements of charm production, either directly or through their neutrino decays,
will help narrow uncertainties for neutrino fluxes from charm produced by cosmic ray interactions in
the atmosphere, a background to the diffuse flux of astrophysical neutrinos.
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A Intrinsic charm probability distributions
For completeness, we include the differential distributions of the xF distributions for intrinsic charm
production in the BHPS model described in detail by Gutierrez and Vogt in ref. [14]. The xF probabil-
ity distributions depend on an uncorrelated fragmentation function (F) and coalescence distributions
(C) that are specific for each charm hadron produced. We consider incident protons, where the valence
quarks together with QQ¯ = cc¯ fluctuations contribute to the 5 quark configuration, and an additional
qq¯ = uu¯, dd¯, ss¯ pair contributes to 7 quark configurations. As outlined in the appendix of ref. [14]
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Particle H σHic [µb] Particle H σ
H
ic [µb]
D0 2.14 D
0
4.71
D+ 2.16 D− 3.09
D+s 2.19 D
−
s 2.28
Λ+c 4.37 Λ
−
c 2.27
Table 4. Cross section for pN interactions, where the normalization is dσ/dxF = 25 µb at xF = 0.32 for the
sum of D0, D
0
, D+ and D− distributions. For pA interactions, the cross section is multiplied by A0.71.
for D±, D±s and Λ
±
c , and extended to D
0, D¯0, the probability distributions are
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If the sum of charged and neutral D’s (but not D±s and Λ
±
c ) for pN interactions gives dσ/dxF (xF =
0.32) = 25 µb, the cross sections are those shown in table 4.
B Charm hadron decays to neutrinos
Tau neutrinos and antineutrinos come from Ds production and their decay D
+
s → τ+ντ (direct
neutrino) and tau decay τ+ → ν¯τX (chain decay neutrino), and charge conjugate processes. The
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branching fraction is B(Ds → τντ ) = (5.55± 0.23)% [7]. We have implemented the D±s and τ± decay
distributions into the HVQ computer code. We sketch some of the inputs here. The direct and chain
decay neutrino energy distributions from pi± and µ± decays are discussed in detail in refs. [66–68].
The evaluation is directly transferable to Ds → τντ .
In the Ds rest frame, ντ ’s are produced isotropically since the Ds has zero spin. For this two-body
decay, in the rest frame of the Ds, the tau and neutrino energies are
E
′
τ =
m2Ds +m
2
τ
2mDs
=
1
2
mDs(1 + r) = 1.786 GeV
E
′
ντ =
m2Ds −m2τ
2mDs
=
1
2
mDs(1− r) = 0.182 GeV , (B.1)
where r = (mτ/mDs)
2 = 0.815, mDs = 1.97 GeV and mτ = 1.78 GeV. We use primed variables to
denote quantities in the Ds rest frame. One can find the corresponding distributions in the lab frame
through boosts which we evaluate numerically. Ref. [69] has a discussion of the details of the boosts,
for example. The ντ ’s in the two-body Ds decays are the direct neutrinos.
To get the energy and momentum of the chain decay neutrinos, we begin with the tau in its rest
frame. In the tau rest frame, the distribution of the massless (or nearly massless) leptons from the
three-body decay of the tau is given by [66–68]
dn∗
dx∗dΩ∗
=
1
4pi
[f0(x
∗)∓ f1(x∗) cos θ∗] (B.2)
where x∗ ≡ 2E∗l /mτ ∈ [0, 1], and θ∗ is the angle between the lepton and the spin of the tau. For ντ
or ντ , f0(x
∗) = 2x∗2(3− 2x∗) and f1(x∗) = 2x∗2(1− 2x∗). The starred variables denote the tau rest
frame. Similar results apply to other tau decay modes.
The tau decay distribution in its rest frame, for angles of lepton l = ντ (ν¯τ ) or Ds momenta relative
to an axis in the lab direction of the tau momentum, can be rewritten as
dn∗
dx∗dΩ∗
=
1
4pi
[f0(x
∗)∓ f1(x∗) cos θ∗]
=
1
4pi
[
f0(x
∗)− f1(x∗)
(
cos θ∗Ds cos θ
∗
l + sin θ
∗
Ds sin θ
∗
l cosφ
∗
l
)]
, (B.3)
where the opposite helicities of ντ and ν¯τ conspire to yield a single equation for both neutrino and
antineutrino distributions, with [66, 67]
cos θ∗Ds =
1
βτ
(
2EDsr
Eτ (1− r) −
1 + r
1− r
)
≡ Pτ . (B.4)
where EDs and Eτ are the energies of Ds and τ in the lab frame. The results shown below use eq.
(B.3) rotated and boosted to the lab frame for the tau leptonic decay. The remainder of the tau decays
are approximated by two-body decays, to piντ , ρντ and a1ντ . The decay distributions can be found
in ref. [36].
As noted above, particle-antiparticle asymmetries in charm hadron production will not be evident
for D±s but will be for other D mesons and the Λc. To estimate signals in SHiP, we consider the
decays H → νµX. For the muon neutrino and antineutrino distributions shown here, we have used
an approximate energy distribution equal to the muon energy distribution. As implemented in the
HVQ program, the parameterization of the muon distribution follows a naive spectator model which
depends on the mass ratio r = m2K/m
2
H , where mH is the charm hadron mass and mK is the effective
mass of the hadronic final state in the decay.
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C Neutrino flux at SHiP from pions and kaons
The muon neutrino-antineutrino asymmetry has contributions from pions and kaons that decay to
neutrinos since pA production ratios of positively charged mesons to negatively charged pions and
kaons is not unity. A full evaluation of the neutrino flux from pions and kaons is beyond the scope
of this work, but we estimate their contributions to the electron and muon neutrino fluxes and muon
asymmetry using the flux estimation of ref. [1]. In fig. 5.25 of ref. [1], the neutrino fluxes into a
detector 56.5 m from the target, with an area of 1.3 m2, are shown from an evaluation that includes
the full kinematics from Ds decays and a GEANT4 evaluation of pion and kaon production by 400
GeV protons incident on a molybdenum target. Their figure is normalized to 100 neutrinos, and it
is approximated by the solid curves shown in fig. 15, except for the low energy fluxes. We use our
evaluation of the high energy flux of ντ + ν¯τ to normalize the flux of neutrinos from pions and kaons
in ref. [1], as described below. The tau neutrino flux is approximately
φcντ+ν¯τ = 4.0× 10−2Nν exp
[
−E/29.4 GeV
]
. (C.1)
The tau neutrino plus antineutrino flux determines the overall normalization constant to be approx-
imately Nν = 7.1 × 1013 neutrinos/GeV, by matching our perturbative φντ+ν¯τ with eq. (C.1) for
energies between E ' 50 − 100 GeV and ην > 5.3. The comparison of our flux evaluation of tau
neutrinos plus antineutrinos from perturbative charm production and the normalized curve from eq.
(C.1) is shown in fig. 18.
Given the flux of ντ + ν¯τ , from charm, we can subtract the charm contributions from the total
νe + ν¯e and νµ + ν¯µ fluxes. We take the ratio of the electron neutrino flux at Eν = 200 GeV to the
tau neutrino flux at the same energy equal to a rescaling constant to relate the charm contributions
to the fluxes φcνe+ν¯e = φ
c
νµ+ν¯µ to φντ+ν¯τ , since the tau neutrino flux only comes from charm. The
high energy contributions of kaons (and pions to νµ + ν¯µ) is negligible due to meson reinteractions. In
fig. 15, extrapolated to 200 GeV, the ratio is Nc = 8.9. The flux φ
c
νe+ν¯e = φ
c
νµ+ν¯µ is shown with the
(blue) dot-dashed line.
The difference between the total neutrino fluxes and the charm contributions gives the contribu-
tions from pions and kaons. Since pions don’t contribution to νe + ν¯e, the difference in curves is due
only to kaons. After the charm subtraction, then,
φKνe+ν¯e = φνe+ν¯e −Ncφντ+ν¯τ (C.2)
φKνµ+ν¯µ + φ
pi
νµ+ν¯µ = φνµ+ν¯µ −Ncφντ+ν¯τ . (C.3)
The kaon contribution to the electron neutrino flux is shown with the dashed blue curve in the figure.
To determine the kaon contribution to the muon neutrino flux, the ratio of charged to neutral
kaons is needed. Kaon production is taken in proportions N(KS) = N(KL) = (N(K
+) + 3N(K−))/4
according to an approximation of valence uv = 2dv and sea us = u¯ = ds = d¯ = s = s¯ in a simple
isospin symmetric model of production [63]. The ratios of positive to negative particle production, in
terms of the ratio xR = E
∗/E∗max, the ratio of the energy of the kaon (and for reference, the pion)
in the center of momentum frame to the maximum energy, approximately equal to the ratio of the
energies in the lab frame, are [63, 70]
rpi(xR) = 1.05 · (1 + xR)2.65 (C.4)
rK(xR) = 1.15 · (1− xR)−3.17 . (C.5)
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The charge ratio for pions saturates around ∼ 5, while the charge ratio for kaons increases with kaon
energy [70], which translates to more neutrinos than antineutrinos from pions and kaons. The charge
ratios and branching fractions to νe and νµ allow for an approximate energy dependent scaling of the
kaon contribution to the electron neutrino flux already determined, to the kaon contribution to the
muon neutrino flux. The kaon contribution to the muon neutrino flux is shown with the upper (red)
dashed line in fig. 15. For xR in eq. (C.5), we have made the approximation that Eν ∼ (1/3−1/2)EK
to find the energy dependent ratio between electron and muon neutrino fluxes for the dominant
decays: K0e3, K
0
µ3, K
+
e3, K
+
µ3, and K
+ → µ+νµ. The muon neutrino plus antineutrino flux from pion
production, with its subsequent decay to pi+ → µ+νµ, with a positive to negative charge ratio from
eq. (C.4), is shown in fig. 15 with the steeply falling (red) dot-dashed line.
The curves shown in fig. 15, with the overall normalization, Nν = 7.1× 1013 neutrinos/GeV, can
be parameterized by (see also eq. (C.1)):
φcνµ+ν¯µ = φ
c
νe+ν¯e = 8.9φντ+ν¯τ (C.6)
φKνe+ν¯e = Nν exp
[
−E/22.4 GeV
]
(C.7)
φKνµ+ν¯µ = N
K(Eν)× φKνe+ν¯e (C.8)
φpiνµ+ν¯µ = 50.0Nν exp
[
−E/9.63 GeV
]
. (C.9)
The relative normalizations between the kaon contributions to the muon neutrino and electron neutrino
fluxes depend on rK via
NK(Eν) =
0.27NKL + 0.64
(
NK+(2xν) +NK−(2xν)
)
0.41NKL + 0.051
(
NK+(3xν) +NK−(3xν)
) (C.10)
NK+(xR) = rK(xR)NK− (C.11)
NK− =
4
3 + rK(xR)
NKL (C.12)
where xν = Eν/Ep. For kaons, we take the energy fraction carried by the muon neutrino to be on
average a factor of 1/2 of the kaon energy, while for the electron neutrino, we use a factor of 1/3, but
the results are not very sensitive to this choice. The numerical factors in eq. (C.10) come from the
dominant branching fractions to muons and electrons in kaon decays. To determine the asymmetry in
muon neutrino and muon antineutrino events, we use the overall fluxes from pions and kaons in eqs.
(C.8-C.9) and the charge ratios in eqs. (C.4-C.5).
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Figure 12. From perturbative QCD, the number of events per GeV for tau neutrinos and tau antineutrinos
(upper figure) and the sum (soild blue histogram in upper figure, and lower figure) for ην > 5.3 as a function
of incident neutrino energy, for an 400 GeV proton beam with 2 × 1020 protons incident on a molybdenum
target, assuming a detector with column depth L = 66.7 g/cm2 of lead. The central curve has the scale
choices (µR, µF ) = (1.6, 2.1)mc. The colored bands bracketed with dotted lines reflect the range of scales from
(µR, µF ) = (1.48, 1.25)mc and (µR, µF ) = (1.71, 4.65)mc and intrinsic 〈k2T 〉 = 1.1 − 1.7 GeV2. The shaded
band includes additional uncertainties from the nuclear PDFs, and for the lower band, from using mc = 1.4
GeV and (µR, µF ) = (1.6, 2.1)mT , added in quadrature.
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Figure 13. The separate tau neutrino, tau antineutrino and sum of tau neutrino plus tau antineutrino events
per GeV for ην > 5.3 as a function of incident neutrino energy for intrinsic charm only (〈k2T 〉 = 1.4 GeV2), for
an 400 GeV proton beam with 2 × 1020 protons incident on a molybdenum target, assuming a detector with
a column depth of L = 66.7 g/cm2 of lead.
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Figure 14. The NLO perturbative QCD charm pair evaluation of the muon neutrino (solid blue) and muon
antineutrino (solid orange) events per GeV for ην > 5.3 as a function of incident neutrino energy, for an 400
GeV proton beam with 2×1020 protons on target incident on a molybdenum target, assuming a detector with
a column depth of L = 66.7 g/cm2 of lead. Also shown are the intrinsic charm events per GeV where the
intrinsic charm cross section for pMo is normalized with eq. (2.13).
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Figure 15. Neutrino plus antineutrino fluxes (number per GeV) from eq. (C.1) to approximately describe
the SHiP fluxes evaluated by Monte Carlo in ref. [1], normalized by the ντ + ν¯τ flux from perturbative charm
production and decay (lower, green line). Here, νce + ν¯
c
e = ν
c
µ + ν¯
c
µ. The red shaded region indicates that the
power law flux is not reliable.
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Figure 16. The NLO perturbative QCD charm (pQCD) contribution of the muon neutrino (solid green) and
muon antineutrino (dashed green) events for ην > 5.3 added to the estimated pion and kaon contributions
to muon neutrino and antineutrino events, as a function of incident neutrino energy, for an 400 GeV proton
beam with 2 × 1020 protons on target incident on a molybdenum target, assuming a detector with L = 66.7
g/cm2 of lead. The shaded bands reflect an estimate of the range of uncertainty of a factor of 0.3-2 in the
perturbative charm contributions. Also shown are the intrinsic charm events where the intrinsic charm cross
section for pMo collisions is normalized with eq. (2.13).
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Figure 17. Neutrino-antineutrino asymmetries in the number of events per GeV, as a function of energy,
for muon neutrinos and antineutrinos, as defined in eq. (3.3). The dashed histograms reflect a ±40% factor
multiplying the perturbative charm contribution to the asymmetry without any intrinsic charm contribution.
The shaded histogram bands show an estimate of the uncertainty in the perturbative charm production by
using factors of 0.30-2.0 of the central perturbative result for both the muon and antineutrino production.
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Figure 18. Tau neutrino plus antineutrino flux evaluated using NLO QCD (histogram) and with an ap-
proximate curve described by eq. (C.1) to approximately describe using a power law the tau neutrino plus
antineutrino flux (arbitrary normalization shown in ref. [1]).
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